
 

 

Release notes for Wednesday 25 August system update 

 

System enhancements  
System enhancements are created from direct feedback of the REGIS User Group, the REGIS Researcher Interest 
Group and enhancement log.   

 
Related Documents uploaded into any application/form  
Issue: REGIS forms prescribe mandatory format of Document type, Descriptor, Version and Date. Not all 
documents have a version and/or date and this is causing confusion and frustration for researchers.  

  
Enhancement: All applications and forms that have the functionality to upload documents will now have only 2 
sections to be completed.  Document Type (dropdown) and Document Descriptor (free text).  

   
How will this effect the RO:    
Before the release the title was a combination of the Descriptor, version and date entered by the applicant on 
the form.   
After the release the title will be what is typed into the Document Descriptor.   

  
 
There will be a transition period where applications that have been submitted to the Research Office 
(submitted, information provided) before the release and are sent back to the researcher after the 
release (ineligible, information requested) will require Researcher action. Research Offices are encouraged to 
add a statement to outgoing communications, an example has been provided below.  
“Since the initial submission of this application there has been system update to streamline how document 
details are entered into forms. The document version and date fields no longer exists and you will need enter 
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these details into the Document descriptor   
e.g. Document Type = Participant Information Sheet Document Descriptor =  Arm 1 Master version 1 dated 22 
June 2021”    
RO should be vigilant to confirm and update document titles before approving a study to ensure consistency.  
  
Researcher: When completing the updated forms researchers will put all details into the document descriptor 
section of the form.  

  
Document Type = Participant Information Sheet Document Descriptor =  Arm 1 Master version 1 dated 22 June 
2021  
 
Update flags have been added to all forms and on page instructions have been edited to be clearer.  

  
There will be a transition period where applications that have been submitted to the Research Office 
(submitted, information provided) before the release and are sent back to the researcher after the release 
(ineligible, information requested) will require Researcher action.   
 
Researchers will be required to manually enter the document version and date (if one exists) into the document 
descriptor field.  
 
It is the combination of the Document type and Descriptor that will appear of the approval email.  
Participant Information Sheet, Arm 1 Master version 1 dated 22 June 2021  
  

Related Document Tags in Project   
Issue: Currently when a Notification of an amendment to a research study is submitted a document tag is 
created based off its type. This is very useful for the research offices to quickly identify the type of amendment 
it is and assign to the appropriate review pathway. We would like this to happen with all forms.  
 
Enhancement: all documents submitted to the RO will have a document tag assigned to it depending on the 
type selected by the applicant.   
 
How will this effect the RO: RO will notice an increase in document tags in the internal portal.  
ETH Milestone: Progress Report  

Tag type: When study status is: Not yet commenced, In progress or Completed  

Tag type:  When Study status is: Closed, Abandoned, Terminated  
ETH Significant Safety Issue   

Tag type: When form type is: Urgent Safety Measure  
STE Amendment  
Tag type:  when amendment type is: General amendment  

Tag type:  When amendment type is: CPI Change notification  

Tag type:  When amendment type is: PI change notification  

Tag type: When amendment type is: Extension of HREC approval notification    

Tag type:  Investigator Change When amendment type is: Change site investigators or site 
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admin contacts  

Tag type: When amendment type is: Change to contracts  
  
Reporting Local Safety Events to the Institution  

Tag type: When type of safety event is: SSI from approving HREC (external to REGIS)  

Tag type: When type of safety event is: Local Safety Event (SUSAR/USADE/URSAE)  
Researcher: Researcher will notice no changes  

  
Related Document tag/token    
Issue: Form and type to automatically pull through in email communications  
 
Enhancement: A token that lists the document type e.g. Notification of an amendment – General or addition of 
site. Email templates have been updated to include token.  
 
How will this effect the RO: RO should have to make fewer manual changes to the email templates.   
 
Researcher: Researcher will notice no changes  
  

A list of HREC approved sites not in REGIS  
Issue: Currently there is nowhere in the system that lists HREC approved sites that are external to REGIS    
 
Enhancement: A list of sites is now created from the Project Registration “other sites” tab and Notification of 
amendment sites “other”.    
 
How will this effect the RO: RO will see a new menu option under Management called external sites.  
Site are automatically created from information entered at Project Registration.  
RO will have to manually edit the details in the Project e.g. an addition of an external site or change in PI from 
an external site.  

  
 
Researcher: Researcher will notice no changes.  
  

External Portal – HREC approval upload in SSA form   
Issue: When project registration is completed and ethics is outside of REGIS and the application indicates that 
the HREC review is still underway a Upload HREC approval form is created as part of the STE forms.   
There has been low uptake on the use of this form. Applicants appear to prefer to upload the details into the 
STE.   
Rather than having a separate form integrate this into the NSW SSA form. Either to be uploaded in the 
document upload section or a new section of the form when Ethics approval is not completed at PR.  
 
Enhancement: SSA form has been updated to recognise if ethics is pending and will request HREC approval in 
the document upload section.   
 
How will this effect the RO: RO should notice no difference.  
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How will this effect Researcher: Researchers will see a new section on the form at Part F. Where ethics approval 
is not recognised in REGIS they will be guided to upload into the form. The document type is locked to ensure 
correct data is provided.  

 If another site has entered the HREC approval and approved documents the following message will show. This is 
to reduce duplication in the system for users.   

  

  
CPI in HREA    
Issue:  HREA required the Coordinating Principal Investigator to be in position 1. This information is mapped 
from Project Registration. But if the details are changed in the HREA the system often doesn’t create a 
Coordinating Principal Investigator Contact role and this stops the project from being created.  
 
Enhancement: Form changes to map CPI from any position. Hide question 1.9.11 do you have authority to 
sign……only the CPI has the authority.  
 
How will this effect the RO: RO will no longer have to confirm CPI is correctly listed at position 1 in the Team 
Details section of the HREA.   
 
How will this effect the Researcher: Researchers should notice no difference.  
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Help text for internal portal (Research Offices)  
Configuration Change: Help text has been added to some internal pages.  
How will this effect the RO: RO can click on the help icon to access page specific help.  
Processing decisions - when preparing and drafting the approval/authorisation emails. 

     
  
Researcher: Researchers should notice no difference  
  

 
PRODUCT CHANGES  
Product changes are created to the base product by the vendor.  
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Meeting details pop up  
System Upgrade: In the Meeting search page when you hover of the meeting title a meeting details will pop 
up you can navigate to the meeting from here.  
 
How will this effect the RO: Improved “at a glance” viewing options and navigation.  

  
How will this effect the Researcher: Nil  
  

Status Map for Meetings  
System Upgrade 

  
How will this effect the RO: Improved visual representation of meeting progress.   
 
How will this effect the Researcher: Nil  
  

Meeting Status  
System Upgrade: Based on the status mapping a meeting is given a status.  
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How will this effect the RO:  Status can be used when searching and filtering meetings.  
 
How will this effect the Researcher: Nil  
  

Customisable tables    
System Upgrade: Internal portal users will have increased flexibility to manage views on some pages.  
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How will this effect the RO:  RO can edit the views when they are in table view.  
 
How will this effect the Researcher:  Nil  
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Multiple eligibility assessments  
 
System Upgrade (use f1 doc details if sufficient): Multiple eligibility assessments can be created per application 
version.  

  

  
How will this effect the RO:  RO can create another eligibility against a version to correct an error.  
 
How will this effect the Researcher: Nil    
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Project Contact Details  

  
  
How will this effect the RO: Nil   
 
How will this effect the Researcher: When switched on additional details will be visible from the external 
portal.    
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Bulk Project Update  

  
  
How will this effect the RO:  No automations or form changes have been made to automatically facilitate this 
feature. RO should contact the REGIS team to use.  
 
How will this effect the Researcher:  Researcher should contact the local Research Office if they have a single 
person who needs to be added to or removed from multiple projects.   
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Records Management  

  
How will this effect the RO:  User Group to discuss this feature and the agree on statewide processes.  
How will this effect the RO:  Nil  
  

Enhanced quick search  
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How will this effect the RO:  additional options may become visible when using the quick search  
 
How will this effect the Researcher: Nil    
  

Support for imported and manually entered ORCID details  
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How will this effect the RO:  Nil  
 
How will this effect the RO:  Researchers can add additional details to their profile without overwriting existing 
details.  
  
 


